
Expand your business growth capabilities with 
a limitless testing environment and completely 
under your control



Improve the quality of your payments solution by 
delivering more and often. Create complete test 
suites for any target environment, for any type 
of transaction, for an acquirer or issuer bank, a 
processor, or a merchant.

For more information or inquiries contact us at 
contact@clai.com



ANY PAYMENT 
CHANNEL AND 
TRANSACTION 
Easily define any channel, any transaction 
message format through a friendly user 
interface, from ATMs or POSs, to local and 
international brands, backend applications 
and more. 

YOUR TEST STRATEGY 
Organizations nowadays have very strict 
quality and reliability objectives associated 
with new and existing payment services 
that in conjunction with the many 
compliance and security mandates, can 
make fulfilling the test objectives a daunting 
task. 

PAYTESTER® comes to easy the testing 
path by providing ways to fulfill the needs 
to many types of tests including but not 
limited to:

•  Scalability (performance, stress):  
Create new test suites or leverage existing 
test suites to be executed in staging or 
production to understand the transaction 
load your payment hub or backend 
supports, or in staging to verify if changes 
could impact scalability and performance in 
production. 

•  Reliability: Execute test suites, with 
specific test cases to test the reliability of 

your payment hub in production. Test cases 
are executed on a scheduled basis and 
real-time results are analyzed respecting 
pre-defined key indicator thresholds and 
generating alerts as needed.

•  Regression: IIncrease the quality of 
your payment platform by creating and 
executing regression tests when needed or 
as part of an automated process.

•  Integration: Extend the reach of your tests 
by defining specific test suites to accelerate 
and improve the integration tests of your 
local and external payment hub services.

•  Certification: Move forward to certification 
with major Credit Cards, testing the test 
cases required by brands so that your 
business quickly obtains the certificate. 

TEST AUTOMATION
Ensure the correct functionality of your 
transactional hub or backend can be a 
complex and time-consuming process - if 
you do it manually. 

Automation makes test execution reliable 
in addition to the ability to discover issues 
faster, improve time to market and enabling 
your staff to focus on more innovative tasks.

BRAND CERTIFICATION
Make use of pre-built certification test cases 
or quickly build new ones and ensure your 
payment hub is ready to be certified against 
the scheme or brand you are preparing for. 
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Re-use test cases as many times as needed, 
at the easy of your own payment hub test 
environment, and without the need to 
have an active connection to the brand 
or scheme you are getting ready to be 
certified. 

Cut costs and expedite your brand 
certification process! 

TEST SUITE
Define and configure test suites for 
transaction messages and channels, values 
and expected results including the ability 
to invoke built-in or customized add-ons 
to handle data as your test specification 
requires. 

The complexity of generating data, 
including cryptographic and encryption 
data message, is automatically handled by 
PAYTESTER®.

TEST CASE
A test case defines the data that will test 
the transaction through your payment hub. 
You may define the data once and repeat as 
needed to fulfill your test requirements. 

Here, you might define if any data 
requires special treatment and add a data 
manipulator plug-in to manipulate the data. 
There are built-in plug-ins in addition to the 
ability to define custom plug-ins. 
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CRYPTO AND SECURITY
One of the most complex tasks when 
defining test cases for any payment 
transaction is the ability to fulfill the many 
crypto and security data requirements.  
PAYTESTER®, with its proprietary 
technology, will take care of applying any 
crypto or security requirements to your 
testing data. 

Including, but not limited to EMV, Dynamic 
Key Exchange, PIN, 3DES, TDES, AES, and 
more.

TRANSACTION DATA 
MANIPULATION
Transaction data manipulation requires 
expertise and will add complexity to any 
testing data.  PAYTESTER® seamlessly 
takes care of transforming any data into 
the desired transaction data format. 
Supporting from ISO8583, ISO20022, XML/
JSON, TLV, ATM, custom formats and more 
– PAYTESTER reliably manipulates the data 
adding quality and speed to your tests.  

TRANSACTION REPOSITORY
A repository is a repo that is created with 
all test cases that are part of the test suite. 
A new version is generated whenever 
the repository is built, enabling tests and 
environments to run with different versions 
of the repository.

Test cases are transaction messages that are 
unique and can be easily identifiable in case 
further information is needed for each and 
all test cases. 

TARGET ENVIRONMENT
Define the target environment as your 
test strategy requires. Multiple target 
environments might be part of your 
test strategy such as development, QA, 
staging and production. There is no limit 
or restriction on where you would like to 
point the transactions (test cases) to be 
sent, as long the definition of transactional 
messages and connections were rightly and 
completely specified. 

TEST RUN
Test Run defines the details about how your 
test suite will be executed. You will be able 
to select the test suite, repository, target 
environment, TPS and more. Once the test 
run is created, you might execute as many 
times as needed and all results are recorded 
for future verification and accessible 
through built-in reports and Web UI. 

MANUAL EXECUTION
Manual execution gives the tester full 
control of the execution. Whether the entire 
repo or a specific test case that is related to 
a specific channel and data for a simple test 
- the solution provides the ability to control 
what, how and when tests are executed.

CONCURRENT TEST EXECUTION    
Execute multiple test runs simultaneously, 
whether aiming at different target 
environments or the same target 
environment. Tests runs can also be 
automated to run at specified times or 
after certain events. The same apply for 
production or test environments.

MULTI-ENVIRONMENT
Define a test suite with all your test cases 
and execute tests as needed to any of the 
configured target environments. Execute 
the full test suite or specific tests against 
production, staging, development or as your 
test goal requires. 

TRANSACTION DATA VIEW
Easy and complete access to messages sent 
and or received during testing. Visualize the 
data, schema and structure of the messages 
and quickly understand the state of your 
test data.

REPORTS AND RESULT ANALYSIS
Understand the coverage of your tests, 
which tests have been executed, which 
tests have failed and understand the limits 
of your production environment for high 
transaction loads. Historical testing data 
is also available for future information on 
testing patterns and how the quality in your 
payment application is being improved.
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CI/CD
Once your test suite with the test cases have 
been created and your test run has been 
executed successfully, you can use your test 
run to be executed as part of a continuous 
integration pipeline. 

The execution results of each transaction 
+ test case ID can be returned to the 
application managing the pipeline for 
verification and next steps.

SIMULATE ANY 

AUTHORIZER\SCHEME
Once tests have been defined and ready to 
be executed, there is another dependency. 
Authorizers. PAYTESTER® can simulate any 
authorizer or scheme that your Payment 
hub is dependent on in order to completely 
test the payment transaction, adding agility 
and speed to your development testing 
cycle.  

REAL-TIME MONITORING 
AND ALERTING
Performance tests and real time reliability 
checks are a must on production 
environments. Whether you have setup 
scheduled performance tests or reliability 
tests to run on an hourly, daily, weekly 
or monthly basis – PAYTESTER comes 
with real-time monitoring and alerting 
capabilities to ensure your payment hub is 

working as expected.   

ON-PREMISES & ON-CLOUD
Whether your goal is to build a testing 
or staging environment on-premises or 
on a private cloud, PAYTESTER® offers 
both solutions and can fulfill most of 
the requirements of a hybrid testing 
environment. 

NO ADDITIONAL HARDWARE 
OR SOFTWARE 
PAYTESTER® proprietary technology 
efficiently fulfills the requirements of 
any hardware and additional software 
by defining, creating, manipulating 
and executing transaction tests aiming 
your testing, staging or production 
environments. All done automatically and 
no need to manual intervention. Test more, 
better and often. 




